
Read about spring cleaning safety
Will your older child be helping you 
with household cleaning chores this 
spring? Ask him to 
read the safety labels 
on cleaning products 
before he starts. Then, 
have him explain the 
label directions to you 
so you are both sure he 
understands. 
 Reading safety labels is a great  
example of how reading is essential  
to our daily lives. 

Boost school skills while having some  
reading and writing fun!
There are lots of entertaining reading and writing activities that 
can help your child strengthen valuable skills. Encourage her to: 
• Look up events that happened 

on the day she was born. 
Your child can write about 
them in a journal or use 
the newspaper headlines to 
make a poster. 

• Invent a new board game. 
Have your child design  
the board and game pieces. 
Then she can write down 
the rules. 

• Look at a globe and pick  
a country. Challenge your 
child to discover and share 
five interesting facts about it.

• Conduct a nature study. How 
many animals, birds and 
insects can your child find 
in your backyard or a local park? Have her make a list or  
take pictures of them so she can research the critters online.

Reading aloud offers many benefits

Even though your child is beginning to read on his own, 

continue reading aloud to him. Reading aloud not only 

gives you quality time with your child, it also exposes him 

to new ideas, concepts and vocabulary.

 Each time you read aloud together, you are developing 

your child’s:
• Reading comprehension skills. Talk about what you read. 

Ask your child to summarize the passage.

• Vocabulary. Look up new words together. 

• Listening and speaking skills. After reading a passage,  

have your child tell you what he heard. Ask questions. 

• Analytic skills. Have your child explain why events  

happened in the story, why a character is his favorite 

or why he believes the author made specific choices.
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Exposure to correct grammar 
improves language skills
Learning grammar 
rules can be tough—
but reading makes 
it easier! When your 
child reads well-
written text, she 
sees how language should be used. 
She’ll soon learn to recognize  
mistakes in other materials.

Combine reading with fun
The more fun your child has reading, 
the more motivated he may be to keep 
reading! Try these ideas:
• Play games that 

involve reading, 
such as Boggle, 
Scrabble and 
Apples to Apples.  

• Build activities 
around what your 
child is reading. For 
example, act out 
the story or do crafts that relate to it. 

• Keep a reading calendar. Mark the days 
that he starts and finishes a book.
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For lower elementary readers:
 •  Hiromi’s Hands by Lynne Barasch. 

This biography tells about chef Akira 
Suzuki and his daughter Hiromi, 
as they each discover a passion for 
making sushi.

•  Mine-o-saur by 
Sudipta Bardhan-
Quallen. The  
Mine-o-saur refuses 
to share his toys and 
his snacks—and soon 
he realizes he has no friends to play 
with! How will the Mine-o-saur solve 
this problem?

For upper elementary readers:
•   Poem Runs: Baseball Poems and 

Paintings by Douglas Florian. Get  
ready for baseball season with this 
collection of poems about various 
positions and pieces of equipment.

•  Bronte’s Book Club by Kristiana 
Gregory. When Bronte Bella moves 
to a new town, she worries about 
making friends. A book club helps 
her find things she has in common 
with girls in the new place.
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Help your child evaluate online information 
When your child is doing a research project, help her find  
reputable and reliable information online. To evaluate the  
information she finds on the internet, your child should  
ask herself these questions:
• Is the source reputable? Be sure your child 

does some research on the source to see 
where the information is coming from.

• Is the source biased? Information 
that comes from a company might 
be designed to sell their product. 
Information from an organization 
might reflect a particular agenda.  

• Is the information accurate? Do other reliable sites include  
the same information?

• Is the information up-to-date? Science studies, for example,  
may become outdated when newer research is completed.

Q:  My child loves math—but will do anything to avoid  
reading. How can I combine the two?

A:  Read books about math subjects together, such as 
Why Pi? by Johnny Ball. You can also do reading 
activities that involve math. For example, have her 
read sale signs (such as “20% off all shirts” or “Buy

one pair of shoes, get the second pair free.”) Then she can figure  
out how much you’d pay for certain items. Challenge her to solve 
interesting word problems, too!  
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Share five steps to writing success 
Whether your child loves or dreads writing assignments,  
five steps will make them easier. Encourage him to: 
1. Prewrite. Brainstorm  

and bounce ideas off 
someone.

2. Draft. Write a first 
copy—without worrying 
about mistakes! 

3. Revise. Read through 
the paper at least once. 
Does everything make 
sense? Are there better 
ways to say things?

4. Edit. Check grammar, 
punctuation and  
spelling. 

5. Review. Read the paper 
aloud to catch other 
mistakes.  

Serve your community by  
reading to others
Do you and your 
child enjoy reading 
aloud? Maybe you 
could brighten  
others’ days by 
reading to them. 
Consider being volunteer readers in a school, nursing home or hospital. 
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Crown: An Ode to the Fresh Cut by Derrick Barnes 
(Agate Bolden). Winner of multiple awards, this 
is an uplifting story about a boy and the power 
of a simple haircut. The book’s rhythmic text and 
beautiful illustrations are perfect for read alouds. 
(fiction, lower elementary) 

Out of Wonder: Poems Celebrating Poets by 
Kwame Alexander and others (Candlewick Press). 
Introduce your child to the 
beauty of poetry with this 
unique collection of original 
poems—each matched with a 
bold and intricate illustration. 
(poetry, upper elementary) 

Stay: A Girl, a Dog, a Bucket 
List by Kate Klise (Feiwel and 
Friends). Astrid’s dog Eli is  
getting older, so she makes a 
list of activities for them to 
do together before he gets too 
old. This is a touching story of 
the love between a girl and her 
dog. (fiction, lower elementary)

Hello, Universe by Erin Entrada 
Kelly (Greenwillow Books). 
What happens when a group 
of sixth graders are brought together because of a 
bully’s cruel act? Find out in this award-winning 
book about bravery and friendship. (fiction, upper 
elementary) 

Charlie and Mouse by Laurel Snyder (Chronicle 
Books). Voted one of the most distinguished 
books for beginning readers (Theodor Seuss Geisel 
Award), this story follows the hilarious adventures 
of two brothers. (fiction, lower elementary)

Bronze and Sunflower by Cao Wenxuan (Walker 
Books Ltd.). Set in a rural Chinese village during 
the Cultural Revolution, this is the heart-warming 
story of two lonely children who become friends. 
Readers will learn about beauty, familial love and 
sacrifice. (fiction, upper elementary) 

The World Is Not a Rectangle: A Portrait of  
Architect Zaha Hadid by Jeanette Winter (Beach 

Lane Books). Learn how this 
famous architect overcame 
adversity and achieved her 
dreams in this picture-book 
biography. (biography, lower 
elementary) 

Older Than Dirt: A Wild but 
True History of Earth by Don 
Brown and Michael Perfit 
(HMH Books for Young Readers). 
Learning about science is fun 
with this playful account of 
the Earth’s history. (nonfiction, 
upper elementary) 

The Boy and the Whale by 
Mordicai Gerstein (Roaring 
Brook Press). A fisherman’s 
son discovers a whale tangled 

in his father’s only fishing net. Will he find the 
courage to set the whale free? This beautifully-
illustrated tale teaches readers about compassion 
and empathy. (fiction, lower elementary)

Lucky Broken Girl by Ruth Behar (Nancy Paulsen 
Books). Ruthie is a young immigrant learning to 
adjust to her new life in New York when tragedy 
strikes. Follow her on a journey of heartbreak and 
hope. (fiction, upper elementary)
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Windows by Julia Denos (Candlewick Press). Join 
a boy and his dog as they go on a neighborhood 
walk at dusk. The simple text and interesting 
illustrations will encourage readers to pay  
attention to all the little details around them.  
(fiction, lower elementary)

Impact! Asteroids and the Science of Saving 
the World by Elizabeth Rusch (HMH Books for 
Young Readers). Some asteroids are harmless, 
while others cause massive  
destruction. Follow scientists 
as they investigate all things 
to do with asteroids. The  
accompanying photos will 
make science come to life! 
(nonfiction, upper elementary)

Princess Cora and the  
Crocodile by Laura Amy 
Schlitz (Candlewick Press). 
Princess Cora is overscheduled 
and desperately wants a day 
off. When she trades places 
with a naughty crocodile, 
complete chaos ensues!  
(fiction, lower elementary)

Wishtree by Katherine  
Applegate (Feiwel & Friends). 
Red is a wise old oak tree who watches over the 
neighborhood. When a new family moves in, he 
discovers his true purpose. This best-selling book 
confronts prejudice and celebrates kindness.  
(fiction, upper elementary)

Not So Different: What You Really Want to  
Ask About Having a Disability by Shane Burcaw  
(Roaring Brook Press). Author Shane Burcaw 
suffers from a rare disability. In this refreshingly 
candid book, he answers 10 frequently-asked 
questions about his life. Readers will learn that 
people with disabilities aren’t so different after all. 
(nonfiction, lower elementary)

The Girl Who Drank the Moon by Kelly Barnhill  
(Algonquin Young Readers). A loving witch raises 
an enchanted girl in this nontraditional fairy  
tale about love, sacrifice and magic. Winner of  
the Newbery Medal, this best-selling book takes  
readers on a whimsical fantasy journey. (fairy tale, 
upper elementary) 

Noodleheads See the Future by Tedd Arnold 
and others (Holiday House). Join the wacky 

Noodlehead brothers as  
they head off on their latest 
adventure. Young readers will 
enjoy the simple text and 
comics-inspired illustrations 
in this hilarious graphic novel. 
(fiction, lower elementary) 

Muddy: The Story of Blues 
Legend Muddy Waters  
by Michael James Mahin 
(Atheneum Books for Young 
Readers). This award-winning 
picture book tells the story  
of blues musician Muddy  
Waters’ rise to fame. His  
struggle, determination and 
hope will inspire readers.  
(biography, upper elementary)

All Around Us by Xelena Gonzalez (Cinco Puntos 
Press). A young girl and her grandfather take a 
walk and explore the circles all around them.  
But circles are more than just shapes. They are 
also symbols of how we are all connected. (fiction, 
lower elementary)

How to Be an Elephant by Katherine Roy (David 
Macaulay Studio). Learn about the family dynamics 
in a typical African elephant herd. Filled with 
scientific research, interesting facts and gorgeous 
watercolor illustrations, this educational book will 
delight animal lovers of all ages. (nonfiction, upper 
elementary)
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